the Manna project, which aimed to design and develop a scalable distributed-memory parallel computer to support the execution of parallel numerical and nonnumerical applications. The Peace operating system served as the starting point for implementing a system-software platform for Manna. 1 Based on previous experiences with the 320-node Suprenum system, 2 we have changed two fundamental approaches concerning the design of Peace. The first change was the decision to exploit object-oriented design principles, similar to the Choices approach. 3 However, unlike the designers of Choices, we did not use a microkernel as the minimal basis for a family of parallel operating systems. The decision to turn away from the pure microkernel approach was the second change regarding the original Peace design.
B
etween 1990 and 1994, the German National Research Center for Information Technology (GMD), Research Institute for Computer Architecture and Software Technology (First), conducted the Manna project, which aimed to design and develop a scalable distributed-memory parallel computer to support the execution of parallel numerical and nonnumerical applications. The Peace operating system served as the starting point for implementing a system-software platform for Manna. 1 Based on previous experiences with the 320-node Suprenum system, 2 we have changed two fundamental approaches concerning the design of Peace. The first change was the decision to exploit object-oriented design principles, similar to the Choices approach. 3 However, unlike the designers of Choices, we did not use a microkernel as the minimal basis for a family of parallel operating systems. The decision to turn away from the pure microkernel approach was the second change regarding the original Peace design.
The microkernel approach successfully managed the Suprenum system, so that all the nodes jointly did number crunching for the parallel applications quite well. However, this approach failed in the presence of well-shaped applications tuned with respect to the actual number of nodes (the degree of parallelism) provided by the hardware. With mapping application tasks in a one-to-one correspondence with the nodes, the performance-in particular, the message startup time-was not satisfactory.
The multiuser, multitasking facilities of today's microkernels are not free. This is even true for running only a single-user, single-tasking application on a microkernel, which results in a single-user, multitasking mode of operation for a multinode (distributed-memory) parallel machine. In such a composition, the less-demanding applications must pay for (microkernel) functions that will never be used by them. For such applications, a functionally scaled-down microkernel would be better-that is, a kernel without functions such as security, address-space isolation, virtual memory, (local) task scheduling, and trap-based system calls. Thus, the minimal kernel for these multiple instruction, multiple data (MIMD) parallel applications appears to be a library that is directly linked to the respective user program.
Although the parallel computing community commonly uses a single node's (dedicated) single-user, single-tasking operating mode, it is not the only mode. Considering again a single (perhaps microkernelcontrolled) node, many single-user, multitasking applications exist. Here, the degree of parallelism is dynamic, exceeding the static degree of parallelism offered by a multinode machine. In such a case, a few tasks must multiplex some, though not necessarily all, nodes. Furthermore, other applications often require a multiuser, multitasking mode of operation. Such a configuration can either be supported on the basis of different (isolated) user partitions or can follow the pattern of traditional time-sharing operating systems.
We can best resolve the obvious dichotomy by using a family of microkernels rather than a single kernel that offers only compromise solutions to the applications. 1 The family consists of a collection of problem-oriented kernels, each tailored to a specific application's demands and each implementing a different operating mode of the underlying node. Depending on the use pattern of the parallel machine's application, the most appropriate kernel comes into play. The Peace parallel operating system is built atop such a microkernel family.
Vote is a virtual shared-memory system and part of the Peace operating system. Vote targets the Manna computing system, allowing execution of shared-memorybased programs on a distributed-memory architecture. Thus, Vote provides a smooth migration path for these types of programs. Following the pattern of Peace, the design and implementation of Vote was strongly influenced by the program family concept. 4 Rather than providing a single consistency protocol that manages the replicated VSM data objects for all kinds of sharedmemory programs, a family of consistency protocols offers users problem-oriented solutions. 5 In this article, we discuss the implementation of the VSM system and Peace's message-passing kernel (nucleus). First, we briefly describe the architecture of the Manna processing node and the Peace operating system. Then we briefly share insight into the Vote system and analyze the performance of access fault handling. Finally, we illustrate the organization of the Peace message-passing kernel, particularly the nucleus, and describe various Manna node configurations.
System architecture
A Vote platform consists of two major components: the hardware and the operating-system software.
DUAL-PROCESSOR-NODE ARCHITECTURE
Basically, the Manna node defines a small-scale, sharedmemory multiprocessor system. The per-node memory system allows a wait-state-free operation of the two 50-MIPS reduced-instruction-set-computing processors (i860XP) (see Figure 1) . The effective memory access rate is 381.47 megabytes per second. Both processors share the memory and the I/O units attaching peripherals to the node; they also share the bidirectional communication link. This link connects the node with a byte-wide 16 × 16 crossbar switch. Reading data from and writing data into first-in, first-out (FIFO) registers takes care of sending and receiving messages through the link. The total (physical) crossbar throughput is 2 × 47.68 Mbytes/s, with an effective byte-transfer latency of four clock ticks (that is, 80 ns).
A crossbar hierarchy interconnects more than 16 nodes. For this purpose, some crossbar links establish the hierarchy by connecting a crossbar to other crossbars. The Manna interconnection structure can also include crossbar switches used only for the crossbar interconnection. Crossbars with attached nodes form a cluster. At the hardware level, internode communication within a . cluster is faster than between clusters. The performance difference is in nanoseconds and will diminish as increasingly more user and system software emerges. Various Manna research systems have different scales: 2-, 4-, 16-, 20-, and 40-node configurations are in daily operation, running parallel applications for summer smog prediction and computer animation. They also provide testbeds for parallel operating-system research.
OPERATING-SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Peace is an object-oriented operating-system family especially designed for, but not limited to, distributedmemory parallel machines. Each family member is constructed from three major building blocks: the nucleus, the kernel, and the Parallel Operating-System Extension (see Figure 2 ). The application is the fourth integral part of this architecture, in addition to the system components. It determines a family member's complexity in general and the distribution of the building blocks over the nodes of the parallel machine.
The nucleus is responsible for systemwide interprocess communication and provides a runtime executive for the processing of threads. It acts as the minimal basis and is part of the kernel domain. The kernel is a multithreaded system component encapsulating minimal nucleus extensions. These extensions implement device abstractions, the propagation of exceptional events (traps and interrupts), dynamic creation and destruction of process objects, and the association of process objects with naming domains and address spaces. The Parallel Operating System Extension performs application-oriented services such as naming, process and memory management, file handling, I/O, load balancing, and inter-networking to provide some host access.
The kernel and POSE services use active objects implemented by lightweight processes; service access happens on a remote-procedure-call basis. In contrast to the kernel and POSE, the nucleus is an ensemble of passive objects scheduling active objects. The kernel and POSE are multithreaded entities, and thus support concurrent service processing. A Peace entity provides a common execution domain for active objects and is considered to be the unit of distribution, whereas an active object is considered to be the unit of execution. The kernel entity's main purpose is to provide hardware abstractions, keeping (parallel) applications and POSE independent from a given processing node's physical characteristics.
From the design point of view, neither the kernel nor POSE need to be present for every node, only the nucleus. In a specific configuration, the majority of the nodes of a massively parallel machine are equipped only with the nucleus. The kernel supports some nodes, and a few nodes are allocated to POSE. All nodes can be used for application processing, but they are not all obliged to be shared by user tasks and system tasks.
The Vote system
The Vote system is part of the POSE building block. Vote highlights two ideas predominant in VSM systems. From 1986 to 1989, the VSM community argued quite aggressively that "RPC is a poor man's version of shared memory." 6 By means of architectural transparency, VSM systems such as IVY (Integrated Shared Virtual Memory System Developed at Yale) promoted a gentle migration path allowing the execution of shared-memory programs on distributed-memory machines. Their low performance and lack of scalability started a second VSM generation, such as Midway, Munin, or Dash, which tried to improve efficiency. The particular motivation for designing and implementing Vote was to support a symbiosis of architectural transparency and efficiency aspects.
At default, a shared-memory program running on Vote is executed in a multiple-reader, single-writer (MRSW) sequential consistency model. 7 This provides architectural transparency to the application level. At any time, the program can change the consistency maintenance, continuing execution by virtue of a different memory-consistency definition. Vote supports several performance-enhancement techniques. These techniques help avoid sequences of read and write memoryaccess faults, allow pre-paging and release of address ranges, and provide support for one-sided communication to propagate data to a set of processes. A finegrained multiple-writer model allows (within a page) modifying accesses with a subsequent restoration scheme to unify a sequential consistent result. Vote also supports message-passing communication functions, . which operate in parallel with the demand paging of sequential consistency. Throughout this article, we concentrate on the basic consistency maintenance scheme-that is, Vote's access fault-handling scheme. 5 
FUNCTIONAL UNITS
Vote distinguishes three functional units responsible for handling consistency maintenance and raising memoryaccess faults. These three functional units are the catcher, the actor, and the adviser (see Figure 3) .
For the sake of clarity, we use the terms requesting site, knowing site, and owning site. The requesting site is the process that causes the memory-access fault. The knowing site is the process that implements consistency maintenance, and the owning site is the process that actually owns the requested memory page. In specific situations, the knowing site might also play the role of the owning site.
An application process using the global address space of Vote is associated with an exception handler (the catcher). When a memory-access fault occurs, the operating-system kernel invokes the catcher via an upcall (an event-driven invocation of higher-level system components by lower-level kernel functions. 9 The catcher determines the consistency-maintenance process relevant for handling the access fault. For this purpose, the catcher uses a predetermined (user-directed) mapping from memory pages to consistency-maintenance processes. Using this information, the catcher calls the adviser at the knowing site.
The adviser process implements consistency maintenance for the requested memory page. This process maintains directory information about the distribution of the memory pages that it has taken responsibility for. A set of threads, called actor threads, supplements each adviser. When a VSM variable is declared to be maintained by a specific adviser, Vote creates an associated actor thread in the declaring application process's address space. Thus, using several adviser processes to maintain different memory pages yields the same number of actor threads associated with each application process. The adviser itself creates an actor to cache VSM pages and optimize access fault handling.
An actor's purpose is to give its adviser an interface for controlling the memory management and the movement of VSM memory pages. The adviser's functional encapsulation of consistency maintenance, on the one hand, and the actor's memory management and data transfer, on the other hand, let Vote make use of idle processors or dedicated system processors. State-of-theart consistency maintenance operates with a dynamic distributed ownership-based protocol. Because of the ownership approach, this scheme can operate only on processors running application tasks. Because of this disadvantage, Vote rejects the dynamic, distributed consistency maintenance and instead uses a highly optimized fixed distributed scheme.
ACCESS FAULT HANDLING
When an adviser receives a request to handle a memory-access fault, the access fault type (that is, protection or access violation) and the directory information determine further processing. The most simple case is a protection violation, where the requesting site already owns a copy of the memory page with read-only access permission. Then the adviser sends invalidation messages to the set of owning sites, updates the directory information, and replies to the requesting site to upgrade its memory-access permission.
If the access fault was an access violation, the knowing site checks if the requested memory page has been cached. In case of a cache hit, the knowing site directly transfers the page. If the access violation was due to a write access, the knowing site invalidates the set of copy holders before the directory information is updated. In contrast, a read-access violation only requires adding the requesting site to the set of copy holders. Afterwards, the requesting site receives a message to operate its local memory-management unit (MMU) programming.
The final two cases handle access violations if the requested page is not cached at the knowing site. In such situations, the adviser calls the requesting site's actor and tells where to get a copy of the memory page. Then the requesting site's actor asks the owning site's actor to copy the requested page (get_copy in Figure 3) . At the requesting site, the actor defines the . desired access permission. If the page has read-only access permission, the requesting site's actor sends a copy of the page to the knowing site as well (put_copy, in Figure 3 ). As described above, caching these pages at the knowing site motivates prompt handling of future read-access faults with respect to the same pages. Finally, control returns to the adviser. If a write-access violation is to be handled, invalidations are sent to the set of owning sites. The adviser updates the directory information and sends a reply to the requesting site. Table 1 summarizes the performance of Vote's access fault handling.
CASE STUDY
The case study considers the handling of a read-access violation if the knowing site caches the requested memory page. Vote is particularly designed to optimally handle this situation, taking place when the adviser handled the first page read-access fault, and all the other processes retrieve that particular memory page in sequence. Figure 4 shows the timing graph of the consistency maintenance carried out by Vote. The vertical axis is labeled with five different terms describing basic activities in consistency maintenance: Trap, Vote, IPC (interprocess communication), HVDT (high-volume data transfer), and MMU. These are trap handling, activities in the functional units of Vote, packet communication, the 4-Kbyte data transfer of a memory page, and the MMU programming efforts. The horizontal axis shows the time progress with a scale of a microsecond. At time 0 µs, an application process tries to read from a memory address that is not mapped to the appropriate memory-access permission.
When the control shifts to the catcher at the requesting site (step 1), a memory page is allocated. Vote sends the address of that page as an argument to the adviser. At the knowing site, a cache hit for the requested page is detected (step 2). Afterward, the adviser instructs its actor to transfer the cached page to the requesting site. The actor writes the page directly into the allocated memory region at the requesting site.
When the page transfer is finished, control returns to the adviser. The directory information is updated (step 5), leaving information behind about an additional copy of the specific page. Then the adviser answers the catcher, and control returns to the requesting site. The catcher instructs the local actor to map the memory page to the necessary logical address and to assign read-only access permission. Control moves back to the catcher and finally to the operating-system kernel, which then can reactivate the application process.
The time graph clearly shows that I/O (IPC and HVDT) is the dominating issue. However, the knowing site is involved only for about 450 µs. The overlapped execution with trap propagation and MMU programming lets the adviser handle other access faults and thus makes an important contribution to Vote's scalability.
PERFORMANCE AND RELATED WORKS
Considering the implementation of Vote and the resulting performance, the family concept proved to be the right decision for designing and developing a parallel operating system for the Manna architecture. Table 2 shows the measured performance results of access fault handling in a few VSM systems.
MEther and Munin both run on rather old hardware. Nevertheless, a comparison of Myoan and Vote is fair, because both systems have the same CPU foundation. 8 Myoan runs on the Intel Paragon machine with a . network throughput more than four times better than the throughput of the Manna communication network. Yet Vote handles a read-access fault more than six times faster than does Myoan, although communication and data transfer are responsible for about 80% of the total costs. One of Vote's main advantages over Myoan is the specialized operating-system kernel, which appeared in the just-discussed case to be only
The Peace nucleus
The Peace nucleus acts as the minimal basis of system functions, handling networkwide communication and thread processing. The entrance to the nucleus is represented as an abstract data type with different implementations, resulting in featherweight, lightweight, and heavyweight activation patterns.
Some configurations assume only vertical isolation or vertical and horizontal isolation and therefore require a trap-based activation of the nucleus. Thus, there is a separation between the user and supervisor modes of operation (vertical isolation), which entails lightweight nucleus-activation patterns, and a separation between competing tasks (horizontal isolation), which entails heavyweight nucleus activation patterns. Horizontal isolation means that user-system entities have a private address space; that is, they operate in a private protection domain.
Other configurations sacrifice complete (vertical and horizontal) isolation, which entails featherweight nucleus-activation patterns, and make the nucleus appear as a communication and threads-library package. The variants basically distinguish between singletasking (no isolation) and multitasking (isolation) modes of operation. They implement different members of the kernel family. 1
PROBLEM-ORIENTED PROTOCOL LAYERS
Networkwide interprocess communication requires three main functions:
• determining the locations of active and passive objects; • enabling data transport between (and, thus, interconnection of) locations; and • attaching the locations to the network interface.
Hence, Peace's communication system comprises three problem-oriented protocol layers (see Figure 5) .
Interactions between the layers happen via downcalls (program-driven invocations of lower-level by higherlevel system functions) and upcalls. 9 Peace uses queues, when possible, to decouple the different flows of control. Calls in either direction are virtually asynchronous, because whether message transfer requests must be queued or can be immediately executed depends on the actual load. The layers implement the NICE-COSY-CLUB (NC 2 ) protocol suite.
Internucleus protocol
Networkwide communication between objects is supported by the network-independent communication executive. NICE implements the internucleus protocol, which is responsible for global, networkwide, process, and address-space control. It activates and verifies the presence of remote processes and address spaces. State transitions of processes and address spaces are controlled to logically enable end-to-end data transfers without the need for intermediate buffering.
Transport protocol
The communication system (COSY) handles data transfers. This layer encapsulates transport-protocol functions and provides an abstraction from the actual network capabilities. Depending on these capabilities, COSY is more or less complex. It provides a protocol suite (that is, a family), not only a single implementation, but also for several system configurations. Logically, COSY takes responsibility for a secured data transport of arbitrarily sized messages. However, "logical" also implies a configuration in which COSY is not required for any network activities. That extreme situation arises when the network hardware itself is capable of transferring message streams in a manner required by parallel applications. In those cases, as happened with the Manna implementation, COSY simply forwards all requests from and to NICE, without interpretation.
Network device protocol
Abstraction from the physical network interface is handled by the cluster bus (CLUB). (This terminology comes from the Suprenum architecture, where a cluster bus interconnected up to 20 nodes to build a cluster. A second-level network system interconnected up to 16 clusters. The low-level communication protocol was known as the cluster bus driver.) Thus, the bottom layer of the communication system encapsulates the network device and physically attaches the nucleus to the network. This layer implements the network device driver.
CLUB provides the view of an abstract network device that can have several physical representations. The CLUB abstraction makes COSY independent from the network device actually used, whether this device is a physical or a logical one. Thus, CLUB supports the portability of COSY protocols.
DUAL-PROCESSOR-NODE CONFIGURATIONS
The basic idea behind the Manna dual-processor-node architecture is to have one processor in charge of application program processing and to use the second processor for global communication (internode message passing). The Intel Paragon, for example, implements a similar node architecture. This technology's main aim is to provide architectural support to minimize the message startup time and the message latency. However, all these measures are of little value if the operating-system architecture for such a hardware organization is inappropriate. For example, both OSF/1 AD 10 and Puma 11 are parallel operating systems for the Paragon machine. One of the main reasons that Puma outperforms OSF/1 AD is that the former has been specifically designed to operate in a distributed-memory parallel-computer environment, whereas the latter is mainly a port of a microkernel-based distributed (timesharing) operating system. Peace falls into the same category as Puma.
The two processors of a Manna node are fully software-programmable and can be configured in various ways. Single-and multiprocessor configurations are equally supported. Depending on the application demands, symmetric or asymmetric multiprocessing might come into play. For example, one processor might play the role of an application processor, and the other processor might play the role of a communication processor. The idea of the CP is to relieve the AP of all functions necessary for driving the networkwide communication protocol.
In the following paragraphs, we discuss in more detail the two main Manna node configurations that the Peace kernel supports. Peace supports other configurations, such as symmetric multiprocessing; however, they have not reached the same importance for the Manna applications, so we don't describe them here.
Coprocessing
A more or less straightforward nucleus configuration is to view the CP as a message-passing coprocessor. The task of the CP is carrying out transport protocol functions on behalf of the AP and driving the network hardware interface. This approach is shown in Figure 6 . As indicated in the figure, NICE is executed by both proces- . sors. In contrast, COSY and CLUB are executed only by one processor. In other words, the NC 2 processor becomes the CP, and the processor executing both NICE and the application becomes the AP. The NICE portion executed by the AP is responsible for setting up and queuing message-transfer requests. Under control of the application thread that requests a networkwide message transfer, NICE initializes a protocol data unit and prepares a message descriptor. The descriptor is placed on a request queue.
The AP-to-CP connection consists of a queue used to store packet and segment transfer requests, and it implements two fundamental queuing strategies. The first strategy performs only enqueuing. To be aware of a nonempty request queue, this strategy implies that the CP polls the queue from time to time. The second strategy is a specialization of the first strategy. It sends an interrupt signal if the first element has been queued and the CP is busy executing software other than polling the request queue.
The NICE portion executed by the CP is responsible for processing the request queue, delivering incoming message segments directly into the address space of the AP destination thread, and unblocking AP threads waiting for incoming messages (that is, packets or segments). To handle the latter two functions, NICE CP must share common data structures with NICE AP : the ready list, the per-thread message (sender) queue, and, depending on the address-space model supported, the page table. NICE CP autonomously manipulates the ready list when AP threads must be unblocked because of the reception of messages. More specifically, the CP schedules but does not dispatch AP threads. Only the NICE portion of the NC 2 suite builds a multiprocessor-critical section and so must escape parallel execution to avoid race conditions. That is, NICE AP and COSY-CLUB CP can execute in parallel just as the AP threads and NC 2 CP can.
(Note: in this article, acronyms such as X_Y denote an X instance of the NC 2 protocol stack executed by, or bound to, the Y processor of the dual-processor node.) Sacrificing AP interruption by the CP has the advantage of allowing the AP to be fully in charge of executing the application tasks. In this situation, from the AP point of view, the reception of messages is completely transparent. The AP idle loop, entered when no more (AP) threads are ready to run, polls the ready list to determine when to dispatch which thread. The CP has already made the scheduling decision. In other words, the AP computing resources are completely under application control.
Asymmetric multiprocessing
We can easily extend the AP/CP node configuration on behalf of the application tasks (and by exploiting a different kernel family member). This requires structuring a task into a computation thread and a communication thread, which the AP and the CP, respectively, then execute. In such a configuration, requesting the communication thread to carry out networkwide message transfers no longer involves the nucleus at the AP site. Communication between both threads is through a common, shared address-space segment and happens entirely without nucleus intervention. The AP portion of the nucleus does no thread communication, only synchronization. Figure 7 illustrates the corresponding configuration.
From the nucleus point of view, the functional dedication is more a question of the primitives being called by user-level threads. More specifically, the functional dedication depends on the tasks performed by the threads and the thread mapping (that is, processor allocation). Because the computation threads are no longer compelled to call the nucleus to request transmission or reception of messages, the AP can be relieved of any networkwide communication activity. Only the communication threads invoke the nucleus to transfer messages on behalf of the computation threads.
In general, if AP threads invoke the nucleus primitives to perform networkwide communication, the communication requests are handed over to the CP, as we described earlier. CP threads, in contrast, always go the direct way. In particular, this allows CP threads not only to communicate but also to compute and, most importantly, use the AP as a computation coprocessor. For example, instead of migrating communication tasks from the AP to the CP, a much better solution could be splitting a computation-intensive task into two . computation threads, each one processed by an own CPU. That is, a computation subtask migrates from the CP to the AP. This case establishes some sort of AP/AP CP configuration: one CPU runs only in APmode, and the other CPU runs in AP-and CP-mode (that is, it performs communication, as well as computation).
The application determines which configuration actually comes into play. Applications demanding a low end-to-end message latency might be better supported on a computation coprocessor basis. In contrast, applications demanding a low (local) message startup time might call for the communication processor solution.
MESSAGE LATENCY AND STARTUP TIME
Whether both processors or only one processor of a Manna node are enabled depends on the actual Peace kernel configuration. In any case, the NC 2 packet transfer is the portion that dominates performance during message startup. This phase involves programming the Manna network I/O device and copying an NC 2 message packet to the communication link. Interrupt handling and NC 2 upcall handling additionally dominate message latency. The former mainly involves saving and restoring the i860XP registers and pipeline, and the latter involves device programming. Peace copies the incoming NC 2 message packet from the communication link (more specifically, out of the receiver FIFO registers) into a message buffer. Similar to the message-transfer case, this phase mainly concerns device programming. Thus, the performancelimiting factors are i860XP management and network I/O device programming.
Compared with a single-processor mode, the additional functionality provided by the AP/CP and AP/AP CP mode of operation is not free. Nucleus locking and unlocking more expensive, and an atomic APto-CP request queue must be maintained. On the other hand, there are still striking facts that plead for these two models. The functional distribution of the nucleus over the two processors benefits from the doubled CPU (code/data) cache space and enables overlapped (parallel) execution of the nucleus. In this case, a larger fraction of nucleus code and data becomes cache-resident. Table 3 compares the two configurations. To identify caching effects, we ran the 80-byte asynchronous message-passing operation once and ten times.
Regarding the delay caused by an asynchronous message-passing operation in the AP case, the CP in the AP/AP CP configuration takes over about 68% (noncache case) or 60% (cache case) of the AP's work. Due to the additional overhead introduced by the dual-processor mode of operation, the net improvement is about 24% or 34%, respectively. In this configuration, the overlap
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The AP/AP CP configuration implements communication pipelining. This improves the overall runtime behavior of communication-intensive threads and makes the AP/AP CP mode, in this particular case, superior to the AP mode. On the other hand, since the AP/AP CP model is a software-configuration matter, computationintensive threads might benefit from the computing power offered by the two processors. Peace supports communication and computation bursts quite well, which especially holds for applications alternating between these two periods.
USER-LEVEL PERFORMANCE
To determine the overall system performance and compare the Peace-Manna approach to other approaches, we ran the Linpack (1,000 × 1,000) benchmark. Table  4 shows the speedup achieved with respect to various system configurations.
The Linpack benchmark used the PVM implementation of Peace to close the gap between the object-oriented kernel and the Fortran program. In the AP/AP CP case, we tuned the PVM library implementation specifically with respect to the dual-processor-node architecture. That is, we enabled the asymmetric multiprocessor configuration, with dedicated user-level PVM threads taking care of all communication activities. We implemented the PVM mailbox as a multithreaded active object.
As shown in Table 4 , the performance of the Manna AP configuration was quite good, although only one processor on every node is used for computation and communication; that is, the second processor simply remained unexploited. The Manna AP/AP CP case exhibits the best speedup of all configurations. Thus, although the two-processor mode is more overheadprone at the kernel-level, the user-level end-to-end performance increased.
We made similar observations for the 3D-IFS application, which we ran on an 8-and 16-node Manna, CM-5, and Cray C90, and on an 8-node IBM SP1. With 7.8 and 15.4 for the 8-and 16-node configuration, respectively, Manna showed the best speedup. Regarding the shortest total runtime, only the Cray C90 outperformed Manna.
Finally, Vote's message-passing mode outperformed the PVM implementation. Exploiting Vote abstractions to communicate 4-Kbyte-sized pages yielded better performance than did exploiting PVM primitives to communicate 4-Kbyte-sized messages. That is, in the case of page-aligned message passing, Vote is superior to PVM. The main reasons for the better Vote performance are the absence of intermediate message (page) buffering, the avoidance of local memory-to-memory copying, and the tight interlocking of low-level Vote functions with the kernel. Compared with a simple data or page transfer, these facts help compensate for the additional overhead introduced by Vote to handle page faults (traps), locate the page-holding site, analyze the access fault, and program the MMU. S hared-memory programming is still the most common and popular way of using parallel machines for high-performance computing. This programming style is based on a wellknown methodology, supported by highquality programming environments (for example, compilers and debuggers) and mature libraries. Moreover, this style will still be dominant in the near future due to the lack of other accepted or pioneering approaches to parallel programming. Consequently, during the last decade, considerable effort went into applying the shared-memory paradigm to distributed-memory parallel machines. This led to the development of various hardware-and software-supported VSM systems. So far, the performance of many of the existing VSM systems has not been very promising. These systems' performance defects have established the myth that VSM-based programming of distributed-memory machines is not appropriate for high-performance computing. However, the Vote concepts presented here disprove this myth by a symbiosis of architectural transparency and efficiency.
Vote provides a smooth migration path for sharedmemory-based programs in distributed-memory architectures. As an extension to the Peace parallel operating system, Vote benefits from the advantages offered by problem-oriented kernels being tailored to particular application demands.
The program family concept strongly influenced the design and implementation of Vote and Peace. This concept is a means to an end but not an end in itself. It requires that the designer be very disciplined and precise, if not pedantic, in the construction of operating-system software. Typically, an operating-system family exhibits a highly modular and hierarchical software structure. The hierarchy is built by postponing design decisions that would restrict the already designed family. A major challenge is deciding which functions to exclude from a design. In other words, functions of both Vote and Peace are introduced only on a per-application basis (that is, if demanded by a higher layer). The new functions define an offspring of the existing family.
Always forcing oneself to reason about the necessity of a certain function at a certain level is often deemed too academic and less pragmatic, causing an overstructuring of the resulting system-but it is worth it. Self-assessment during the design (and implementation) process helps reduce the complexity-and, thus, increase the performance-of lower-level software components.
